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Abstract—360° videos provide an immersive experience to users, but require considerably more bandwidth to stream compared to regular videos. State-of-the-art 360° video streaming systems use viewport prediction to reduce bandwidth requirement, that involves predicting which part of the video the user will view and only fetching that content. However, viewport prediction is error prone resulting in poor user Quality of Experience (QoE). We design PARSEC, a 360° video streaming system that reduces bandwidth requirement while improving video quality. PARSEC trades off bandwidth for additional client-side computation to achieve its goals. PARSEC uses an approach based on super-resolution, where the video is significantly compressed at the server and the client runs a deep learning model to enhance the video to a much higher quality. PARSEC addresses a set of challenges associated with using super-resolution for 360° video streaming: large deep learning models, slow inference rate, and variance in the quality of the enhanced videos. To this end, PARSEC trains small micro-models over shorter video segments, and then combines traditional video encoding with super-resolution techniques to overcome the challenges. We evaluate PARSEC on a real WiFi network, over a broadband network trace released by FCC, and over a 4G/LTE network trace. PARSEC significantly outperforms the state-of-art 360° video streaming systems while reducing the bandwidth requirement.

Index Terms—360° Video, ABR Streaming, Super-resolution.

I. INTRODUCTION

360° video streaming brings an immersive experience by projecting the panoramic content on a virtual display. Its popularity on commercial streaming platforms is on the rise. The key challenge with 360° videos is that they require 8× more content to be downloaded than regular videos for the same perceived quality due to their panoramic nature [11]. Recent work has shown that the bandwidth requirement can be reduced by viewport1 adaptive streaming where the content to be downloaded is restricted to the user’s predicted viewport [32], [41], [42]. A 360° video is divided into segments temporally to enable streaming, and each segment is divided spatially into video tiles to enable viewport adaptation.

Unfortunately, accurate viewport prediction is difficult; state-of-the-art viewport-adaptive systems only have an accuracy of ≈ 58 – 80% even for predicting just 1 sec in advance and progressively lower for longer durations [15], [32]. To counter imperfect prediction, additional content beyond the predicted viewport needs to be fetched to avoid missing portions of the viewport at the time of viewing [32] (tile miss). This only addresses the issue partially as this additional content consumes network bandwidth as well.

We describe a different approach for streaming 360° videos for better adaptation: trading off network bandwidth for client-side compute capacity. We design PARSEC (PAnoRamic StrEaming with neural Coding) – a system that fetches low resolution 360° video content over the network and reconstructs the high resolution content at the client by utilizing recent advances in deep neural networks (DNN) based super-resolution [14], [24]. While the general idea is promising, there are several challenges in this approach, all of which stem from the large size of the 360° videos. First, much of the 360° content is consumed on mobile devices. Even though current generation mobile devices have improved compute capacity, running a DNN model to reconstruct a high quality 360° video from low resolution input is very slow [22]. Second, the DNN models are large and require considerable network bandwidth [45], which defeats the original motivation. Finally, because the model has to generalize over the entire video, there is a large variance in the quality of the reconstructed videos. Related works that use similar neural techniques [18], [45] do not face any of these problems because they are designed for regular videos that are considerably smaller.

PARSEC exploits two ideas well-suited for 360° videos. First, PARSEC trains super-resolution DNN models over small segments of the video (§III). Use of these small micro-models results in three benefits: i) much faster inference rate, ii) addressing viewport prediction inaccuracy by dynamically generating any tile based on user’s current viewport, iii) the model transfer over the network is now efficient and can be streamed for each segment, unlike streaming a single large model for the entire video in the beginning. Second, PARSEC pools both compute and network resources using a neural-aware adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm (§IV). For a subset of tiles that spatially partition a given video segment, PARSEC uses the DNN model to locally generate high resolution tiles. For the remaining subset of tiles, PARSEC streams the tiles at high resolution from the server subject to the available network bandwidth. The ABR algorithm determines which tiles to generate locally and which to fetch from the server, given the predicted viewport, available bandwidth and available compute resources. PARSEC formulates this problem as an Integer

---

1Work done when the author was at Stony Brook University.
2The viewport is the portion of the 360° scene that is currently visible to the user.
Linear Program and solves it using a greedy algorithm. Finally, PARSEC combines the neural ABR technique with viewport prediction, and reschedules tile generation by updating the predictions dynamically.

We implement PARSEC on top of GPAC [21], a multimedia library that provides APIs for video coding, rendering and tile packaging in DASH format. We develop the DNN models in Python using Keras [4] and Tensorflow [10] frameworks. We evaluate PARSEC using a 360° video dataset [25] that has traces of 50 user’s head movements as they watch 10 videos. We compare the performance with three alternative approaches – Flare [32] and Fan et al [15] that are designed for 360° video, and an adaptation of NAS [45] for 360° video.2

PARSEC outperforms all three alternatives across all experiments. In terms of video quality of experience (QoE), PARSEC outperforms the state-of-the-art 360° video streaming system, Flare [32], by 37–48% over publicly available broadband network and 4G/LTE traces. PARSEC also improves QoE by 17–28% for experiments over real WiFi networks. When the network is really poor (1 Mbps), the relative performance of PARSEC is even better, outperforming alternatives by 1.8×. Finally, we highlight that PARSEC uses 43% less bandwidth compared to Flare when the network is not the bottleneck, which is more promising when multiple users access the same network (§V).

II. BACKGROUND, RELATED WORK AND OVERVIEW

A. 360° Video Streaming

A 360° video is a spherical video where multiple camera directions are recorded simultaneously. The recorded content is projected on a planar surface [1], [2], [49] and then traditional video encoding techniques (e.g., HEVC [48]) and protocols such as DASH [36] are used for streaming. We assume an equirectangular projection [1] as typically used in related work [15], [30], [32], [43].

ABR streaming: For streaming, the video is first segmented across time and then each segment is encoded in a number of different bitrates/quality levels and stored at the server. The different quality levels that are available for each video segment are captured in a manifest file sent from the server to the client. The client (or, sometimes the server) runs an adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithm [45] to determine the bitrate for streaming based on the available network bandwidth.

Viewport-adaptive 360° video streaming: 360° videos require 8× more content to be downloaded relative to regular video for the same quality, thus significantly increasing bandwidth requirement [11]. To combat this, recent studies use viewport prediction [15], [30], [32], [43]. Each segment of the 360° video, after projection on a 2D plane, is partitioned spatially into tiles. Only the tiles in the user’s predicted viewport are streamed to the client. A viewport-adaptive streaming system specifies which tiles to fetch according to the predicted viewport, and then uses an ABR algorithm to determine the bitrates to be used for these tiles. Recent studies such as [15], [30], [32], [43], follow a similar architecture.

B. PARSEC’s Motivation

PARSEC overcomes the limitation of poor accuracy of viewport prediction, described below, by exploiting underutilized compute capacity on the client device.

Limitation – Poor accuracy of viewport prediction: Clearly, a perfect viewport prediction can make 360° video as efficient as regular videos in terms of bandwidth usage for the same quality of experience. However, in reality such predictions have poor accuracy. This is hardly surprising as predicting the viewport is same as predicting the user’s future visual attention in a panoramic scene – a challenging problem in computer vision [20], [29]. For example, state-of-the-art viewport prediction [15], [32] has an accuracy of ≈ 58–80% for predicting the user viewport just one second in advance. Predictions further in advance exhibit worse accuracy. To accommodate for the possibility of ‘tile misses’ due to poor viewport prediction some adaptive 360° streaming systems [17], [32] fetch additional tiles (e.g., tiles in the neighborhood of the predicted viewport) at lower resolutions. These non-viewport tiles now compete for bandwidth along with viewport tiles. This presents a tradeoff between the resolution of the content the user actually views and possibility of tile misses (which will incur stalls). This impacts quality of experience. Our evaluation (§V) demonstrates this problem. While viewport prediction is important, the currently available computer vision techniques are still insufficient.

Opportunity – Underutilized compute capacity on client: Mobile devices today have multi-core high-speed CPUs and also a variety of co-processors, specifically fairly capable GPUs that can accelerate a variety of computations amenable to the SIMD paradigm. It is also widely speculated that NPUs (neural processing unit) will be soon available on mobile platforms [9].

Thus, one promising direction is to leverage the underutilized compute capacity to enhance the quality of the video content using neural encoding [18], [45]. Here, the video is down-scaled and compressed significantly to a very low-resolution, and then an appropriately trained DNN model reconstructs the high-resolution version of the video. This shifts part of the burden from the network to the processors on the client device. We explore different recent deep learning techniques such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [16], Autoencoders [33] and Super-resolution [24], and find super-resolution to be the most suitable method in the context of streaming videos in terms of inference and model complexity (see §III).

C. PARSEC Overview and Goal

The goal for PARSEC is to improve the QoE of 360° videos under constrained bandwidth and imperfect viewport prediction. The key idea is to 1) exploit unused compute capacity in the client devices to reconstruct video content

2NAS leverages super-resolution techniques for regular video streaming. We adapt NAS to 360° video streaming by integrating with our viewport prediction.
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imaging [35], [39], and recently in video streaming [45]. Note the
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can be reconstructed per sec). In PARSEC, we explore use of micro-models (very small models) that i) model small video segment lengths at a time and ii) reconstruct one tile at time for the segment and not the entire panoramic scene. This improves download time and also inference rate. This per-tile approach also allows the flexibility of upscaling from a very low-resolution input (we call this ultra-low resolution or ULR tiles) still keeping the model size reasonable. In our evaluations, we have achieved 64× upscaling (§III-C).

Neural-aware ABR algorithm (§IV): Even with improved inference rate with micro-models, the rate of generating tiles locally is not enough to support high quality video streaming. Thus, PARSEC leverages both network and compute resources to stream 360° videos. PARSEC chooses which tiles to fetch from the server, and which tiles to generate locally. PARSEC’s neural-aware ABR algorithm takes into account the variance in tile quality of locally generated tiles, as well as the network and compute capacities. PARSEC incorporates its scheduling algorithm into the viewport adaptive ABR framework. Finally, PARSEC is able to dynamically reschedule tile generation at the client device in response to a change in user’s viewport. Because PARSEC can compress tiles to ultra low resolution (ULR), for each video segment, PARSEC downloads all ULR tiles. A combination of the above two makes tile miss relatively uncommon (validated in §V).

III. STREAMING 360° VIDEOS USING SUPER-RESOLUTION

Super-resolution creates or restores a high resolution image from one or more low resolution images of the same scene [24], [31]. It has been used in surveillance [50], medical imaging [35], [39], and recently in video streaming [45]. Note here that video applications already encode/compress videos to reduce bandwidth demand using traditional techniques. Super-resolution takes this general idea significantly further by providing a trained DNN model that is used by the client to ‘infer’ the original high-resolution content from a very low-resolution input [24]. The inference exploits the GPU power available at the client end.

A. 360° versus Regular Videos

While super-resolution is indeed promising, one needs to take careful design decisions to make it work effectively. The key challenge here is the large spatial content for 360° videos. Because of the low accuracy of viewpoint prediction, the entire 360° video needs to be trained so that any tile can be reconstructed on the client depending on the viewport of the user. The result is that the models trained to reconstruct 360° videos are 1) large, creating additional burden to transfer from the server to the client, and 2) have slower inference rate risking real time requirements of playback speed. Attempts to keep model complexity low results in loss of video quality.

To illustrate this, we run a series of micro-benchmarks using the experimental setup described in §V. We train a DNN model similar to NAS [45], a recent video streaming study that uses super-resolution for regular video and trains a single model for the entire video. Video length of 1 minute is used for training, with a target PSNR of 30dB.3 Figure 1a shows the impact of video resolution on model size and inference rate on the Galaxy S10 phone. The key takeaways from the figure is that: 1) the inference rate for high resolution content such as 4K and 8K videos is prohibitively slow (less than 2 fps), 2) the model size for these high resolutions is very high. Figure 1b complements this analysis by showing how training for different video segment durations impacts the performance metrics. The inference rate is progressively poorer for longer video segments and becomes less than 2 fps for 1 min long video. Even for the smallest video length (1 sec) it falls short (< 10 fps). Also, the model size increases super-linearly with video lengths beyond a certain point (5 sec).

Clearly, a plain use of the super-resolution technique that works well for regular videos is not effective for 360° videos. However, 360° videos provide unique opportunities for optimization. First, the super-resolution can be employed individually for tiles as opposed to the entire panoramic scene and only the tiles likely to be in the viewport could be generated thus saving on computational burden of inference.4 Also, not all tiles in the viewport need to be generated; some can be downloaded using a traditional adaptive streaming technique. We will explore the latter aspect in §IV.

B. Micro-Models for Super-resolution

The insight in PARSEC is to train the model for very short video lengths. We call them micro-models. In the previous

3We target at least 30dB because it is the minimum PSNR needed to perceive a good video playback experience [40].

4Note that tiling regular videos is not efficient because it introduces unnecessary cross-tile compression overheads [32].
Fig. 2: Super-resolution micro-model architecture (similar to [45]). The model training and ULR tile processing is done offline and transferred to the video server later. The figure shows an example with a tile size of 192×192 down-scaled to 24×24.

 subsection we have showed that training the model for shorter video lengths is efficient both in terms of inference rate and model size. In addition, the micro-models are trained at a segment level so that individual tiles can be upscaled dynamically depending on the current viewport of the user. This is especially critical for 360° videos where a user can only see a part of the scene, but this part cannot be accurately predicted in advance. The trade-off is that the client downloads a large number of small (micro) models, but each micro-model is only trained for a short video segment. Downloading small models at regular intervals is more efficient than downloading one large model at the start of video streaming. We now describe how the model is built in PARSEC.

**Super-resolution architecture:** Our architecture of super-resolution model is shown in Figure 2. We use a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) similar to [24], [45] to capture high level features in the video. We vary the number of network layers depending on the length of the video segment and the desired quality of the generated video. Each convolutional layer is followed by a LeakyRelu activation function [26], and Batch normalization for faster learning [19]. The neural network first extracts the high level features from low-level pixels and uses a non-linear mapping function to learn the original missing content details. Finally, the network uses a deconvolution layer to map the high resolution directly from the low resolution without image interpolation. More details of super-resolution can be found at [24], [31], [45].

**Model training:** Each model is trained for one video segment. First, the original video is divided into temporal segments (e.g., 1-2 secs) and tiled spatially (e.g., 192×192 pixels). Each tile is then down-scaled (e.g., 24×24 pixels) and compressed using a standard H.265 encoder, resulting in ULR tiles. Each ULR tile is then decoded and fed to the neural network as input to reconstruct original high resolution using the ground-truth tiles. While training, we use the PSNR metric [47] as the loss function to directly optimize for PSNR quality. We manually fine-tune the number of layers and filter size to achieve the desired median quality when mapped from ULR tiles to high resolution. We empirically determine optimal values for all the design choices such as tile size, the extent to which we down-scale and the length of the segment [as described in §V].

**C. Benefits of Super-resolution versus HEVC Encoding**

It is important to understand the quality of the reconstructed video in the super-resolution approach and its bandwidth usage. We compare the PSNRs of the generated video in the super-resolution approach vs. standard HEVC encoding at multiple bit rates (Figure 3(a) and the corresponding actual demands on the network measured in bytes (Figure 3(b)). Clearly, the super-resolution approach performs better quality-wise than the 1 Mbps video while saving about 7× bandwidth (median). The savings are more significant at the 90th percentile. This comprehensively demonstrates the potential of the super-resolution approach for streaming 360° videos.

**IV. NEURAL-AWARE ABR ALGORITHM**

PARSEC’s Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) algorithm explores the tradeoff between available network and client-side compute capacities. In contrast to existing 360° video streaming solutions that use the network as their only resource, PARSEC uses a hybrid approach for its ABR: 1) it uses the available network capacity to stream a subset of tiles from the server; 2) it decides on the bitrate (quality) of the tiles to be fetched; 3) it also leverages the available compute capacity at the client device to ‘generate’ a different subset of tiles using the super-resolution technique. This latter step fetches the ULR tiles from the server plus the necessary DNN micro-models (§III).

Figure 4 shows the system architecture of PARSEC. The encoded video and ULR tiles are stored at the server. The client makes the decision about which tiles to fetch or generate using an ABR algorithm that is ‘neural-aware,’ i.e., understands the tradeoffs between the two methods. The decisions also take as input the user’s viewport probability distribution and available network vs. compute capacity. The goal is to optimize the overall video quality of experience (QoE).
A. Modeling Quality of Experience

The 360° video is divided temporally into segments and spatially into \(N\) tiles. The ABR algorithm runs segment by segment and chooses a set of tiles to fetch from the server and another set of tiles to generate at the client for the segment being considered. For generating the tiles, the ULR representation of all tiles and the DNN micro-model are also downloaded from the server. It is important to note that not all tiles need to be fetched or generated.

**Viewport prediction:** A viewport prediction algorithm uses 1) offline analysis of video data and 2) user’s (online) head tracking trace to predict the user’s viewpoint at the playback time of the current segment considered by the algorithm. There is a growing interest in such algorithms in literature [15], [23], [32], [34]. They essentially analyze the video to discover salient features of the scene that is likely to capture the viewer’s attention. This is augmented with the head tracking trace (that captures past viewports) to estimate which portion of the scene the user is likely to view in future. Such estimates are typically generated as a probability distribution \(p_i\) over all tiles \(i\) comprising the 360° scene.

We follow a machine learning approach to predict the viewport. The approach is a more refined version of recent work [15]. The input to our prediction is saliency [13] and motion [44] maps of the video (extracted offline) combined with the online head movement data.

**Video Quality of Experience (QoE):** The video QoE is characterized by the quality of the part of the scene actually viewed during playback. This quality is influenced by the resolution of the video shown during playback. It is also influenced by missing video data (e.g., missing segments or tiles), which typically will cause the player to stall. The QoE formulation in PARSEC follows the traditional methods adopted in video streaming literature [30], [32], [46] except that PARSEC must take into account the quality of tiles generated versus tiles downloaded.

We number the individual tiles in a segment from 1 to \(N\) in row-major order. Let \(r_{i,D}\), \(r_{i,G}\) and \(r_{i,M}\) denote binary decision variables that are set to 1(0) if \(i^{th}\) tile is (not) downloaded, (not) generated and (not) missed respectively. It is possible to download a tile at different quality levels, which we denote by \(q_{i,D}\). The quality level \(q\) here is a function of the video bitrate \(R\) and indicative of the viewing quality during playback. This can be modeled in various ways [27], [46] such as simply using the bitrate directly, i.e., \(q(R) = R\) or using it as an index to a table of possible rates \(R\). We take the latter approach (also used in [32]) and model quality levels as an integer \(0, \ldots, k\), with a larger number indicating a higher quality. Quality 0 indicates no playback or missing data. Finally, note that the quality of a generated tile \(q_{i,G}\) is constant for a given tile but could vary between tiles.

We model the expected playback quality of a segment \(E(Q)\) as the sum of expected quality of the individual tiles:

\[
E(Q) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i(q_{i,D}r_{i,D} + q_{i,G}r_{i,G})
\]

There is a loss of quality whenever a tile is missed. We represent this tile miss \(E(M)\) as:

\[
E(M) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i r_{i,M}
\]

There is also a loss of quality due to variations in the quality of the viewed tiles. This can be both due to changes in the quality across different segments, and across all tiles of the same segment. We utilize standard deviation \(V_s\) of quality of the tiles in a segment:

\[
V_s = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{StdDev}[p_i(q_{i,D}r_{i,D} + q_{i,G}r_{i,G})]
\]

We utilize the expected change in the value of quality (Q) of tiles across different segments:

\[
V_i = |E(Q) - Q^{t-1}|,
\]

where \(Q^{t-1}\) denotes the quality of the previous tile. Note that \(Q^{t-1}\) is a known quantity (not an expectation), since the actual decisions and experiences in the previous segment can be recorded. Thus, the overall quality of experience (QoE) is given by their linear combinations:

\[
QoE = E(Q) - \beta E(M) - \xi (V_s + V_i),
\]

where \(\beta\) and \(\xi\) represent the different weights attached to each component of QoE. We auto-tune \(\beta\) and \(\xi\) using a technique similar to Oboe [12]. Our objective is to maximize QoE in equation (5) while ensuring that we get a feasible solution.

**Constraints:** The following constraints ensure the feasibility of the solution. The quality due to download can only be positive if the tile is downloaded, i.e.

\[
q_{i,D} \geq r_{i,D}
\]

Also, every tile must be either downloaded, generated or missed, i.e.,

\[
r_{i,D} + r_{i,G} + r_{i,M} = 1, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, N
\]

Finally, all generation and downloading must complete some time \(\delta\) before the playback (\(P_t\) is the time until playback). Let \(d(q_{i,D})\) be the time required to fetch tile \(i\) at quality \(q_{i,D}\). Similarly, let \(d(q_{i,G})\) be the time required to generate tile \(i\). Then, this constraint is represented as:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{N} d(q_{i,D})r_{i,D} + \delta \leq P_t, \quad \text{and} \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} d(q_{i,G})r_{i,G} + \delta \leq P_t
\]

They represent network capacity and compute capacity constraints respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Total number of tiles in a segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_i$</td>
<td>View probability of tile $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d(q_i,D)$</td>
<td>Time to download tile $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d(q_i,G)$</td>
<td>Time to generate tile $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_t$</td>
<td>Time until start of playback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Buffer period before playback time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_i,D$</td>
<td>Quality level of downloaded tile $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_i,G$</td>
<td>Quality level of generated tile $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{i,X}$</td>
<td>Mutually exclusive decision variables, $X = D, G$ or $M$ denoting download, generation or miss respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Parameters used in problem formulation.

B. Optimizing QoE

Our objective now is to maximize QoE in equation 5 for the segment being considered by the ABR algorithm, subject to the constraints in equations 6-8. While it is formulated as an ILP, we solve the optimization problem using a fast, greedy heuristic (§IV-C). The QoE (equation 5) is maximized subject to a set of constraints. The first two constraints, shown in equations 6 and 7 ensure that if a tile gets downloaded or generated, it is assigned a positive quality level. The last two constraints shown in equation 8 are capacity constraints ensuring that the download and generation of segments must be completed before playback. These constraints state that the time to get the tiles ready (from both generation and network download) should be no later than the playback time ($P_t$), with a delta ($\delta$) time reserved for sundry computational work such as decoding of downloaded tiles and stitching of tiles to make scene ready for viewing. These constraints need to estimate available network bandwidth and available compute capacity. More on these shortly.

This optimization serves the purpose of ABR control. It relies on bandwidth estimation (constraint 8). While a variety of mechanisms could be adopted we use a technique similar to MPC [46], where available bandwidth is estimated using a harmonic mean predictor of past throughputs observed. The estimated throughput is used to estimate the download time of tiles based on their quality levels. The compute capacity estimation is relatively easier as the client device is typically a shared resource and it has a well-defined fixed capacity.5

As observed in §III, the quality of these generated tiles can vary significantly. Hence choosing the tiles just based on tile probabilities may generate poor quality tiles. To address this, we extend the structure of the manifest file supported by DASH. As the server can generate the tiles offline, we calculate the quality of each tile generated and encode the quality information in the manifest file. This is analogous to encoding different representations of a tile in the manifest file, except here each generated tile has a fixed quality. We use this quality information in the ABR algorithm while scheduling tiles for network and compute.

The algorithm runs right before a segment starts playing to determine how the next segment will be downloaded and generated. Additionally, the ULR tiles and micro-model of the next segment are downloaded at the beginning of the current segment. The rate adaptation algorithm should be run frequently (i.e., need to choose small segments) because of the limited ability of viewport prediction. Hence the computation should be fast (few ms). Since the problem is NP-Hard, using an optimization solver does not guarantee a solution within such a limited period. We use a fast, greedy heuristic in our evaluation as described below.

C. Greedy Heuristic

Our greedy heuristic utilizes the fact that increasing the quality of a tile requires either additional network bandwidth or compute power, and thus it must be done carefully based on the view probability of tiles and ensuring satisfaction of constraints defined in (8). For brevity we only provide a high-level textual description below. The algorithm begins by setting quality level of all tiles to zero (indicating that they will be neither downloaded nor generated). The algorithm then increases the quality level of the tile with the highest probability by one (i.e., next possible quality). This may be either using compute or download, depending on the current quality level. In the next step, we check whether increasing the quality level of the same tile or the tile with the next highest probability leads to a higher value of QoE. We choose the option that provides a higher value. In this way, we keep selecting the better option until the constraints in (8) are reached or QoE can no longer be improved any further.

The time complexity of the algorithm is $O(N^2k)$, where $k$ is the number of qualities available (analysis omitted for brevity). In the actual experiment reported later, the heuristic runs in less than 2ms for 200 tiles and 5 quality levels.

D. Rescheduling of Tile Generation

As noted before, viewport prediction is often not sufficiently accurate. While our viewport prediction is superior to Flare [32] over longer time horizons, this is still not enough (only 62% accurate over 3 sec). PARSEC is able to address this by recalculating the viewing probabilities of tiles for future frames in the current segment being played. This provides a much higher accuracy as the time horizon is now much shorter. The new information is used to reschedule tile generation which greatly reduces tile miss rate.

V. EVALUATION

We implement the 360° video streaming system as shown in Figure 4 and evaluate the performance w.r.t. multiple approaches on a mobile client platform. Below we present the testbed, our methodology and then experimental results.

A. Testbed

**Client and server implementation:** The client video player is implemented in C language based on an open-source adaptive streaming video player, MP4Client [7]. We present results using Google Pixel2 as the client (Adreno 540 GPU). To generalize the results, we also evaluate on 5 additional devices...
We use Node.JS to host the content on the server using MPEG-DASH compliant HTTP adaptive streaming [36]. The server is hosted using NodeJS on a Linux Desktop.

**Video segmentation:** We use GPAC’s MP4Box tool to divide the video spatially into segments and then temporally into tiles. We use kvazaar [6], an HEVC based implementation [38] for encoding the videos. Overall, the step-by-step procedure to prepare the DASH segments is 1) encode the videos using kvazaar, 2) divide the video spatially using MP4Box, 3) package the video in DASH format into tiled segments with multiple representations and 4) generate the manifest file.

**Offline processing:** For training DNN micro-models, we use Keras [4] and Tensorflow [10] in Python and an Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU. For each video, we get ULR tiles for each tile in a segment and one model for each segment. The training time for each video (i.e., for all micro-models) is around 20 minutes. Apart from learning the DNN models, the videos are also processed offline for traditional ABR streaming, by the DASH standard [36]. Once the offline processing is complete, the DASH segments, the micro-models, and the ULR tiles are stored in the server. From the server’s point of view, these additional models and ULR tiles are simply treated as new content; it will be streamed to the client upon a request. The result is that there is no server-side modification and we can work with standard MPEG-DASH capable server.

We evaluate PARSEC under four different network conditions and compare it with four state-of-the-art alternatives. We describe our experimental methodology first.

**B. Network Settings**

**End-to-end experiments over WiFi:** We host a video server in two different locations: Loc1 is around 20ms RTT from the client and Loc2 which is 40ms RTT from the client. We choose these locations to serve as a proxy for CDNs. The client is hosted in our lab. We use Aruba WiFi AP with 802.11ac link speed. We stream the video from the server to the client according to the different streaming algorithms. We do not throttle the speed.

**Real network traces:** We collect real network traces from two popular sources—FCC released broadband dataset [8] and 4G/LTE network measurements from the Ghent university [5]. We filter the traces to have a minimum bandwidth of 1 Mbps to initiate the video flow. After filtering, FCC dataset has an average bandwidth of 8.2 Mbps with a standard deviation of 3.6 Mbps and Belgium dataset has an average of 19.3 Mbps with a standard deviation of 6.1 Mbps.

**Synthetic traces:** Finally, we conduct a small set of experiments on synthetic network conditions to stress test PARSEC under poor (e.g., 1 Mbps) versus good (e.g., 20 Mbps) network conditions. We use Mahimahi [28] to emulate the network conditions.

**C. Experimental Methodology**

We compare PARSEC with the following alternatives:

- **VP-only:** VP_only [15] uses viewport prediction to reduce bandwidth required to fetch 360° videos. It only fetches predicted viewport-specific tiles and suffers from frequent tile misses.
- **Flare:** Flare [32] is the state-of-the-art 360° video streaming system that combines viewport prediction with an ABR algorithm. Flare preemptively fetches some non-viewport tiles to compensate for the low accuracy of viewport prediction.
- **NAS-regular:** NAS [45] is designed for regular video streaming and leverages super-resolution. Because NAS is not designed for 360° video streaming, it does not use viewport prediction and fetches all tiles in the segment. We call it as NAS-regular.
- **NAS-360:** For a fair comparison, we also experiment with a version of NAS that is adapted for 360° video streaming. We call this scheme NAS-360. NAS-360 uses our viewport prediction to fetch only viewport-specific tiles. This essentially means NAS-360 is PARSEC with NAS’s single model inference instead of our micro-model inference.

For a fair evaluation, we use the same viewport prediction algorithm (described in §IV) for all alternatives that use viewport prediction. We verify that our viewport prediction technique provides 26% better median accuracy than that described in Flare [32] for one second window.

Other regular video streaming techniques include BOLA [37], and Pensieve [27] perform significantly worse compared to PARSEC for 360° video streaming (because they are viewport agnostic). We omit the comparisons for these other systems in the interest of space.

**360° video dataset:** We use the most commonly used 360° video head movement dataset [25] in our evaluation. The dataset contains a total of 500 traces with 10 videos, each video watched by 50 users. Each trace contains a user’s head position (yaw, pitch and roll) for every frame. Using the raw head movement data, we derive the viewport and viewport-specific tiles. The videos are typically about 1 min long. In the default case, we split each video temporally into 1 sec segments. Each video is encoded and projected using equi-rectangular projection at 4K quality (3840 × 1920). For ABR, we transcode the video in 5 different quality levels – 1 Mbps, 5 Mbps, 10 Mbps, 15 Mbps and 20 Mbps.

**Performance metrics:** We measure performance using three metrics — (i) quality level (as defined in §IV-A), (2) miss ratio – fraction of tiles that are not available in the user’s viewport as determined by the user’s head movement, and (3) QoE as defined in equation 5. We present QoE in a normalized form against the maximum QoE possible. In some evaluations where multiple network traces are used (e.g., Figure 5), the QoE for each segment is averaged over all traces (average QoE or normalized average QoE, as appropriate).

**Parameter selection:** There are several parameters involved in evaluating the performance. Through empirical analysis, we choose the following design decisions. We use a tile size of 192x192 to achieve efficient viewport adaptation with minimal cross-tile compression overheads. We down-scale the tiles to 24x24 to avoid extreme quality loss and large models. We aim to achieve at least 30dB PSNR which is a minimum...
perceivable quality while inferring. We experiment with a segment duration of 1–3 sec because the prediction accuracy is very low beyond 3 sec.

D. Performance Results

Performance under broadband network traces: Figure 5 (a)–(c) shows the performance for the four alternatives over real broadband traces released by FCC. PARSEC improves performance by 61% and 48% on average quality level and normalized average QoE compared to the state-of-the-art 360° streaming protocol Flare. PARSEC exploits both client’s compute and network resources, while Flare [32] only uses network resources to fetch video tiles.

PARSEC also outperforms NAS-360 by 42% in terms of QoE. Recall that NAS-360 is a version of NAS [45] that we adapted for 360° streaming with viewport prediction (this is a conservative estimate here because we eliminate model download for NAS-360). In the case of NAS-360, large model size results in poor inference rate and can only generate a few tiles per second on the device. NAS-regular performs even worse because it is viewport agnostic (i.e., brings in all tiles) and suffers from poor inference rate. Notice that NAS-regular has no misses because it fetches all tiles, but with lower quality. VP-only streams viewport-specific tiles only and hence experiences high miss ratio because of inaccurate viewport prediction, and has in general, the worst performance.

Performance under 4G/LTE network traces: Figure 5 (d)–(f) shows performance of PARSEC and the four alternatives for the 4G/LTE Belgium network traces. Under the 4G/LTE network traces, PARSEC improves performance by 30% and 37% of average quality level and normalized average QoE when compared with state-of-the-art system Flare [32].

The FCC’s broadband network is more constrained compared to the 4G/LTE network traces in terms of capacity. As a result, the benefits of PARSEC are higher on the broadband network compared to the 4G/LTE network. All the other methods also have similar trends.

End-to-end experiments over WiFi: We compare the performance of the four alternatives for a highly provisioned WiFi network setting with no throttling. These are end-to-end experiments where the videos are hosted in two server locations, Loc1 and Loc2. Figure 6a shows normalized average QoE. Similar to the experiments with network traces, PARSEC outperforms the four alternatives. PARSEC improves average QoE by 17% and 28% compared to Flare in Loc1 and Loc2 respectively. Loc1 is closer to the client with a lower RTT. This makes the network performance better, resulting in a lower overall improvement.

We also study the bandwidth utilization. Normalized bandwidth usage of PARSEC is 68% and 43% lower compared to NAS-regular and Flare respectively (Figure 6b). NAS-regular is viewport agnostic and streams all tiles. Flare streams some non-viewport tiles to compensate for misses in case the user’s viewport changes. PARSEC has the lowest bandwidth usage because it chooses carefully which tiles to download at high resolution and which tiles to generate at the client. NAS-360 performs slightly better than Flare both in terms of QoE and bandwidth usage because some of the tiles will be enhanced at the client.
PARSEC outperforms Flare by rates. PARSEC sees more benefits under poorer networks. The QoE ratio of PARSEC to Flare under these throughput scenarios—1 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 20 Mbps average quality from the server.

Beyond 3s, the viewport prediction accuracy is not acceptable. To stress test PARSEC, we compare the performance of PARSEC and Flare under three synthetic network scenarios—1 Mbps, 10 Mbps, and 20 Mbps average throughput. We only compare against Flare as it is the state-of-the-art end-to-end viewport adaptive system. Figure 7 shows the QoE ratio of PARSEC to Flare under these throughput rates. PARSEC sees more benefits under poorer networks. PARSEC outperforms Flare by 1.3×, 1.5×, and 1.8× under 20 Mbps, 10 Mbps and 1 Mbps respectively.

Streaming longer video segments: We evaluate PARSEC to determine the benefits of supporting longer video segments. We use segments of duration 1s, 2s, and 3s, corresponding to a prediction window (pw) of 1s, 2s and 3s, respectively. Beyond 3s, the viewport prediction accuracy is not acceptable. These experiments were performed on the 4G/LTE traces collected from Belgium. Again, we only compare against Flare because it is the state-of-the-art viewport adaptive 360° video streaming system. Figure 8 shows normalized average QoE and network usage for three different segment durations.

The key takeaway is that PARSEC can improve QoE by 1.7× while simultaneously minimizing the network usage by 47% compared to Flare for segment duration of 3s. Also, longer segments have better compression efficiency because of exploiting redundancy for longer duration. The QoE and bandwidth usage ratio both are improved substantially from 1s to 3s segments. We find that the dynamic rescheduling is playing crucial role for the 3s segments as the viewport prediction accuracy is poor (less than 65%), and this impacts Flare much more adversely than PARSEC.

Impact of compute capacity: We evaluate PARSEC’s performance for varying compute capacity by experimenting with six different devices (Figure 9). We specifically include high-end Desktop-grade GPUs as we expect future smartphones will have such powerful GPUs. Nvidia Titan XP is the highest-performing GPU used, while Galaxy S7 (Adreno 530 GPU) is the weakest. Figure 9 shows that as we increase the compute capacity from Galaxy S7 to Titan XP, the normalized quality level and QoE are increased by 31% and 44% respectively. The 90th percentile miss ratio also decreases by 7%. The key takeaway is that PARSEC performs better with faster GPUs.

As a final note, PARSEC does have additional energy overhead – varying between 12-22% in our evaluations over other streaming methods (as measured using Snapdragon Profiler [3]). This is to be expected due to the additional GPU use. We expect that advances in low-power GPU technologies for mobile platforms will address this problem.

VI. Conclusions

We have described PARSEC, a system that combines network and compute resources intelligently to stream 360° videos with high quality. PARSEC leverages the super-resolution technique that involves compressing the video at the server and then running deep learning inference at the client to enhance the video to high resolution. Since the deep learning model sizes can be big for 360° videos, PARSEC uses micro-models over short video segments to reduce model size and inference time. PARSEC then intelligently combines the super-resolution technique with traditional video encoding techniques so that the system can exploit the advantages of both by combining network and compute resources. PARSEC outperforms the state-of-the-art 360° video streaming systems under various network conditions.
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